
Organizing Meeting Agenda 
June 10th, 2019 6:30 PM – 8:00 PM 
SFU Woodwards, Room 2340 

1) Introduction and Greeting 

2)  Next Forum 
 -Date: August -Mid August 
 -Theme - What is a Minimum Design? 
    -Focus on Costume Design 
     -Recommended fee table for costume design based on # of costumes  
   -Fees are based on house size not the size of the show, smaller houses  
    usually mean less help 
   -What parameters can be set that allow for freedom, with an eye to scope  
    and scale - people want to pay less for less content, but less content 
     doesn’t mean less work 
   
3) Making a Scene Conference/PL Producers Meeting Recap 
   - went well, positive feedback 
   -Key points covered 
  - tip sheet 
  - communication 
  - good feedback from producers about things we might not know 
  - scope 
  - harassment 
  - hearing about the experience of designers 
  - reflections from Chelsea on the experience in the Neworld newsletter 
 -Key points that require future attention 
  -Interest in creating a drinks with directors and maybe a directors forum -   
   would like to engage with them 
  -Educating producers on what designers each do - follow up on this would  
  be good for producers and for other disciplines (maybe do this internally   
   first) 
  -Letting producers know what they can ask us and how they can use us as   
   a resource 
  -Figuring out who we can use as resources for Producers - Autism    
   network for relaxed performers, etc. 
  -Instagram account, Titleblock podcast - methods of larger engagement 
           -Next steps for meeting with Producers 

  -did move into talking about money, in relation to scope and scale 
  -Need to make more targeted events. 
  - Its good to plan for the sessions to go longer, but not to advertise   
    anything as over 2hrs   



 -creating repeatable seminars that can be done for different audiences  
  -can offer to schedule it at producers/directors request 
 -Need to think on this and revisit at the next meeting 
   

4) Future Events 
 -Emerging Designer Event with Rumble 
  -For emerging companies, designers and producers - same idea as PL and   
   GVPTA, but with an eye to emerging folks. Added onto the Living Room  
    series w Rumble, in the next season. 
  -Rumble is looking to produce an event for actors - what is happening in   
   tech and how they can help their colleagues and collaborators during the  
    process. Will need follow up next month. 
   -SMs - how to create an indie contract for fringe and emerging artists that  
    works for everyone 
 -Budgeting Event with Producers 
  -What can your budget get you? 
  -Producers walk us through how budgets are created and how numbers are  
  arrived at  
  -Budgets happen early on in the planning stages (year before) 
  -Include someone from a shop to talk through budgets and     
   planning from a shop perspective 
 -Producers/SMs/Wardrobe  & Producers/SMs/Set/Props- conversation    
  about maintenance, repairs, how to keep designs looking good 
 -Workshop on Ownership of work done in collaboration 
  -Best practices  
   - How to address moving a student show to a professional show -   
    remount vs. redesign 
   - Workshop to full production 
   -Facilitating an event about this issue for the community 
5) ADC AGM 
	 -Drinks with Designers  at Craft in Olympic Village on Friday June 28th 


 -Ken/Gail Meet with Core Members 
 -Other events 
  -Bard discount tickets during AGM 
  -Equity/IATSE/ADC Meeting 
  -Meeting with PMs 

6) Future Forum Ideas/Initiatives 
 -New Ideas 
  -Branding ideas 
  -Hearing from PMs and TDs - what are sources of stress/contention?   
   What are we not doing now that they’d find beneficial? 



  -Having two Regional ADC meetings a year (could be tagged on to a   
   forum meeting), in March/April when offers start going out 
 -Current Initiatives to ramp up 
  -working with institutions - ownership and contracting  
  -longer Qlab workshop  
  -Looking forward to LX/Wardrobe workshop and Costumes for TDs   
   workshops 
  -some training for SMs on LX boards 
  -GVPTA interested in continued collaboration 
   -want to broaden the field, as we continue to do digital training, to   
    include events for other disciplines  
 -Jessie Eligibility 
  -would like a more specific proposal for the board to vote on 
  -sponsorship of a special Jessie - designer, producers - someone who   
   positively impacted the design community, artistic merit, body of work,  
    longevity of the award, can be cash rather than a statue 

7) General Updates 
 -Workshops 
  -see above 
 -Producer Relations Committee Update 
  - need more direction from the forum on what should be addressed next 
   -continued dialogue and outreach 
 -Anti-Discrimination Committee Update 
  -ADC to approach Equity to become officially involved in Not in Our   
   Space, focus on prevention  
 -Database Update 
  - call out in next forum email blast 

7) Additional Business 
 -Presentation from David Roberts about PQ 
  

8) Next Meeting: July 8th 6:30 PM 

9) Adjournment 


